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RECOMMENDATIONS
The 2nd version SILENT RUNNER control unit features an important software upgrade that significantly improves the way the door operates 
and facilitates the way the parameters can be regulated by the installer.
The new software is installed from release  6.1 of the main microprocessor onwards (consult the label on microprocessor MP1).
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GENERAL SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
Only begin to install the device after you have carefully read this instruction manual.
Both the mechanical part and the electrical part must be installed in a perfectly workmanlike manner, in compliance with the current laws in force. 
Failure to comply with these latter may result in danger hazards for persons or property.
The installer must be a competent person who has been adequately trained. He must check to make sure that the structure on which the actuator is 
installed is strong and stable. If necessary, structural modifications must be made to strengthen it. The installer must also check that all zones where 
there is a risk of crushing, dragging, shearing or other dangers, are protected by means of electronic safety devices, safety freeboards or barriers. 
These devices must be installed in compliance with the current laws and in a perfectly workmanlike way, also in relation to the place of use, the type 
of use and the operating logic of the product. The forces developed by the complete system as it operates must comply with the current standards 
and, where this is not possible, the zones affected by these forces must be protected with electronic safety devices. Moreover, dangerous zones 
must be indicated, as established by the current laws in force.
Before the actuator is connected, make sure that the electricity main possesses characteristics that are compatible with those described in the 
technical specifications of this manual, and that there is a differential circuit-breaker and adequate protection against overcurrents on the supply 
side of the system. Remember to turn off the power supply before installing or servicing the actuator and whenever the cover must be opened.
Electrostatic charges can damage the electronic components on the boards. Wear a grounded antistatic bracelet if you must work on the 
electronic boards. Never place the hands or other parts of the body in moving parts, such as belts, pulleys, carrelli, etc.
Servicing the actuator is of fundamental importance if the system is to operate correctly and safely.  It is advisable to periodically inspect all parts 
every 6 months, to make sure they operate in an efficient way.
The manufacturer declines all liability for improper installation or use of the product, or for damage deriving from unauthorized modifications to 
the system. Only use genuine spare parts if replacements or repairs are required. The manufacturer cannot be held liable for the way the doors or 
gates to be automated are constructed, or for damages caused by failure to build the doors and gates in compliance with good workmanlike 
techniques.  
Protection degree IP10 requires that the actuator only be installed inside buildings. The manufacturer declines all liability for damage caused by 
assembly on the outside, without adequate protections.
Always make sure that the product is in a good condition before it is installed.
This product cannot be installed in places with an explosive atmosphere or in the presence of inflammable fumes or gases.
This product must be disposed of according to the current laws in force at the end of its useful life.
Do not leave parts of the product or its packaging within children’s reach, as they could become a danger hazard. 

MACHINE DIRECTIVE
As established by the EU commission, automated pedestrian closing systems are governed by the machine directive (98/37/EC). This latter 
specifies that the installer who fits a driving system on a door or gate has the same obligations as the manufacturer of the machine. Thus, he must:

1. Prepare the technical report (complete with the documents described in annex V of the Machine Directive).
2. Compile the relative CE conformity certificate (as per annex II-A of the Machine Directive).
3. Affix CE marking to the motorized door or gate (1.7.3, of annex I of the Machine Directive).

The installer must keep the technical report at the disposal of the competent authorities in the country for at least 10 years, running from the date 
on which the motorized door or gate was manufactured.
The installer must consign the following documents to the customer:

1. Instructions on how to operate and safely use the system.
2. The routine maintenance instructions.
3. The declaration of conformity.
4. The maintenance register.

Each 6 month:

Attention! Before work on the operator cut main power line.
- Check that all securing screws are well tightened.
- Check the tension of the belt.
- Clean the carriages sliding guide and the ground sliding guide .
- Check that carriages and wings are correctly aligned and stop are properly positioned.
- Check that elettrolock, if present, are correctly fitted and that mechanical unlock system work fine.
- Check wiring connections.
- Check that door wings are stable and the movement is steady, without friction from full open to full close position.
- Check that speeds, timing, and safety functions are well set.
- Clean sensors and check that safety and activation sensor are properly functioning.

Attention! Any part that appear damaged or worn must be changed.
For spare parts see the spare part list.    

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
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Model
Power supply
Power rating
Maximum wing weight
Carriages
Opening speed
Closing speed
Type of service
Operating temperature
Maximum beam length
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70 cm/s (for wing)
50 cm/s (for wing)
Continuous 100%

-20° C / +50°C
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1 diameter 65mm wheel +antilifting device

230V ac +/- 10%
80W 130W

100 Kg 75 Kg 150 Kg 130 Kg
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1 - PLANT TYPE

2.1 - TECNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

2.2 - DISPOSITION COMPONENTS
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2.3 - SECTION 2.4 - REFERENCES
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3 - WING SIZES AND STANDARD REFERENCES
To allow the door to operate correctly, you are advised to comply with the center distance measurements of the carriages and 
the distance of these latter from the end of the frame as shown in the following figures (Fig.6).
Also bear figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 in mind in relation to the standards governing the distances to maintain for the safety sides.
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 (min.1600mm, max. 6000mm)LT

X2
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FIG.1 FIG.2

FIG.3 FIG.4
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X2Y2
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WIDEST OPENING ALLOWED

2

- How to calculate the leng of the wing X1:
X1 = LT + overlapping of the wings

4 2
- How to calculate the leng of the wing Y1:
Y1 = LT - overlapping of the wings

2 

The quota on the figure are in respect of the profiles that are 50 mm large.

- How to calculate the leng of the wing X2:
X2 = LT + overlapping of the wings

2 2
- How to calculate the leng of the wing Y2:
Y2 = LT - overlapping of the wings

2 
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5 - FIXING THE WINGS TO THE CARRIAGES AND MAKING THE ADJUSTMENT
! Unscrew the two screws (A) of each carriage and remove the mobile part of this latter (C), allowing it to slide upwards and then 

outwards as illustrated in figure 7.
! Fix the demounted mobile part (C) on the door frame at the distance indicated in figure 6.
! The wing can now be hung on to the structure by carrying out the operation illustrated in figure 7 in reverse order. 
! Now re-tighten the screws (A) into their housings without actually torquing them.
! Once the required wing height has been regulated by means of the adjuster screw (B), the two screws (A) can be torqued. 

Horizontal adjustment of the wing is carried out by means of the slots in the mobile part of the carriage.
The mobile wing must be perpendicular to the transom if the automation is to operate in the correct way.  

1 2 3FIG.7

A

B

C

FIG.8

4 - HOW TO FIX THE TRANSOM
The transom must be fixed to a straight surface solid enough to bear 
the weight of the wing used. If the wall or bearing surface fail to comply 
with these parameters, an adequate iron tube must be installed as the 
transom is not self-supporting. 
It is advisable to use a level to prevent the transom being mounted out 
of square.
Fix the transom to the wall or bearing surface with M6 steel expansion 
plugs or equivalent.
The fixing points must be distributed alternately between the two 
reference lines on the beam (L1 and L2), every 600 mm. 
Make sure that the track (B1) is not damaged when the 
beam is drilled as this would impair the way the 
automation works and prevent it from operating silently.
Once the beam has been fixed, clean the drilling waste from the sliding 
zone with a brush or small vacuum cleaner.

45

125

20

65

MAX 8mm

L1

B1

L2

8 

15

10
20
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M8x20

M8x20

34

FIG.9

GROOVE FOR 
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FIG.10



6 - FIXING AND ADJUSTING THE ELECTRO-LOCK AND MANUAL EMERGENCY RELEASE
If there is no door locking solenoid (optional) go straight 
on to the next chapter, otherwise strictly comply with the 
following instructions:
Important: the following operations must be 
carried out in the absence of mains voltage and with 
the battery disconnected!
Move the wings to the closed position by hand and make 
sure that the mobile part A of the electro-lock connects 
the two locking brackets B on the carriages (there is only 
one bracket if the door has one wing). If it fails to connect, 
unscrew the screws C that fix the electro-lock and move 
everything to the position in which the locking brackets 
are able to couple with mobile part A. Check that the 
distance D between clamp E and the spring stop is about 
45 mm.
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F D E G

ABC B

6.1 - HOW TO INSTALL THE MANUAL RELEASE ON A WALL

Unscrew the screw of clamp E so that the release cable can slide in it. Allow the mobile part A of the electro-lock to drop fully 
downwards until it touches the track. Pull the release cable F very slowly until the mobile part A starts to lift. Keeping cable F at a 
standstill, move clamp E until it touches the end of tube G and tighten the clamp screw. Repeatedly pull and release cable F to make 
sure that the mobile part A is free to drop to the track when the cable is released and that locking brackets B are freed when the cable 
is taut. After having pulled the cable taut from the outlet of tube H so that it remains in this condition but without the mobile part A 
being lifted, tighten the screw of clamp I as near as possible to adjuster L. Regulate this adjuster until the releasing wire is taut. 
Release ring N can now be fixed with clamp M at the required height. In doors with one wing that open towards the right, the 
position of the components is directly opposite to the ones shown in the drawing, but the operations to carry out are exactly the 
same.

MAX
50 cm

Choose a place on the wall for installation, bearing in mind that the 
standard cable sheath is 50 cm long (a kit containing a 300 cm length 
sheath + cable is also available).

Drill a hole in the wall and securely fix the release mechanism using 
the fastening screws.
Position the sticker (they are supplied in various languages) as shown 
in the figure. As a reference, consider that the four black bands on the 
label must be positioned on a level with the 4 cardinal points.
Insert the adjuster with 2 nuts, one in the relative slit in the plastic and 
the other on the outside of it.

Pass the release cable through the slit at the bottom, then into the 
adjuster as shown in the figure. Now position the cable terminal on 
the cable clamp of the release knob (see figure).

The release knob should now be inserted at the bottom of the 
mechanism. Make sure that the cable terminal remains in it's housing 
in the cable clamp and that the knob is correctly positioned: when the 
knob is inserted, the cable terminal must be just beyond the lower 
fixing screw, in the clockwise direction.

1 2

3 4

CABLE TERMINALCABLE CLAMP

BLACK
BANDS

FASTENING SCREW

BLACK
BANDS

FASTENING SCREW

LOWER SCREW CABLE TERMINAL
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FIG.A FIG.B
SIDE PLUG

90° ELBOW GUIDE

TERMINAL

SOLENOID CABLERELEASE CABLE

SCREW
COVERING
LABEL

Once the knob has been inserted, fasten the locking screw, insert the sheath 
and move the knob to the NOT RELEASED setting. Only the orange part of the 
label with the black arrows must be visible in this position.
Make sure that the system operates correctly by turning the knob clockwise 
and keeping the cable taut with the hand.
WARNING: THE KNOB WILL ONLY TURN ABOUT 45-50 DEGREES 
AND HAS MECHANISMS IN THE FINAL PART, ALLOWING IT TO 
REMAIN IN POSITION AFTER BEING LOCKED. 
Apply the supplied label to cover the screw as shown in the figure, then move 
the knob back to the NOT RELEASED position.

The cable must now be routed inside the transom. This can be done in two ways:

1) Using the slit in the plastic side plug (Figure A)

In both cases, when the cable from the solenoid is connected to the one from 
the release mechanism, make sure that the release knob is in the NOT 
RELEASED position, and that the wire and sheath from the release mechanism  
are taut. Route both the cables (naturally in the opposite direction) into the 
supplied terminal and tighten them both but without activating the solenoid 
(the spring on this latter must only compress a few millimeters). Now strongly 
tighten the loose terminal and make sure that both cables remain taut.
If the cables fail to remain taut, regulate the cable tension using 
the relative adjuster in the release mechanism.

Lastly, check to make sure that when the release mechanism is operated, the solenoid's core is raised and 
able to free the door, and that when the release mechanism is set back to the NOT RELEASED position, the 
solenoid's core is free to move up and down without impediments or obstructions of any type.

2) Through the lower part of the transom using the supplied 90° 
elbow guide (Figure B). This method is used when there is not 
enough space at the sides of the device.



6.2 -  HOW TO INSTALL THE MANUAL RELEASE ON THE SIDE PLUG

1

2

3

4

11

SLIT

PRE-ENGINEERED
HOLES

Each of the plastic side plugs has two holes for fixing the release mechanism 
and a slit for correctly routing the sheath in the transom.
To do this, the sheath must be shortened to about 13-14 cm.

Fix the bottom of the release mechanism on to the side plug using the 
fastening screws.
Position the sticker (they are supplied in various languages) as shown in the 
figure. As a reference, consider that the four black bands on the label must be 
positioned on a level with the 4 cardinal points.
Insert the adjuster with 2 nuts, one in the relative slit in the plastic and 
the other on the outside of it.

Pass the release cable through the slit at the bottom, then into the adjuster as 
shown in the figure. Now position the cable terminal on the cable clamp of 
the release knob (see figure).

The release knob should now be inserted at the bottom of the mechanism. 
Make sure that the cable terminal remains in it's housing in the cable clamp 
and that the knob is correctly positioned: when the knob is inserted, the cable 
terminal must be just beyond the lower fixing screw, in the clockwise direction.

CABLE TERMINALCABLE CLAMP

BLACK
BANDS

FASTENING SCREW

BLACK
BANDS FASTENING SCREW

LOWER SCREW CABLE TERMINAL
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ADJUSTMENT OF THE ADDITIONAL ELECTRO-LOCK FOR THE PHARMACY FUNCTION

If there is no additional solenoid for the pharmacy function (optional) go straight on to the next chapter, otherwise 
strictly comply with the following instructions:
Important: the following operations must be carried out in the absence of mains voltage and with the 
battery disconnected!

F D E G

ABC B

R Q P O

12 

6

Once the knob has been inserted, fasten the locking screw, insert the sheath 
and move the knob to the NOT RELEASED setting. Only the orange part of the 
label with the black arrows must be visible in this position.
Make sure that the system operates correctly by turning the knob clockwise 
and keeping the cable taut with the hand.
WARNING: THE KNOB WILL ONLY TURN ABOUT 45-50 DEGREES 
AND IN THE FINAL PART,  HAS MECHANISMS ALLOWING IT TO 
REMAIN IN POSITION AFTER BEING LOCKED. 
Apply the supplied label to cover the screw as shown in the figure, then move 
the knob back to the NOT RELEASED position.

Now fit the sheath over the cable and route both through the slit. The sheath 
will stop at the end of this while the cable will pass into the transom and will 
connect to the one from the solenoid valve.

In both cases, when the cable from the solenoid is connected to the one from 
the release mechanism, make sure that the release knob is in the NOT 
RELEASED position, and that the wire and sheath from the release mechanism  
are taut. Route both the cables (naturally in the opposite direction) into the 
supplied terminal and tighten them both but without activating the solenoid 
(the spring on this latter must only compress a few millimeters). Now strongly 
tighten the loose terminal and make sure that both cables remain taut.
If the cables fail to remain taut, regulate the cable tension using the relative 
adjuster in the release mechanism.

Lastly, check to make sure that when the release mechanism is operated, the solenoid's core is raised and able to free 
the door, and that when the release mechanism is set back to the NOT RELEASED position, the solenoid's core is free to 
move up and down without impediments or obstructions of any type.

TERMINAL

SOLENOID CABLERELEASE CABLE

SCREW
COVERING
LABEL

5

7
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8 - POSITIONING THE BRAKING PADS
The braking pads must be regulated during both the closing and opening manoeuvres so that they block the carriages before the 
mobile wing strikes against something (the wall, a frame, etc.). They also allow the microprocessor to acquire the end of travel 
positions in the event of a blackout when the battery is also disconnected. 
Remember that when the braking pad is regulated for the opening manoeuvre, the mobile wing normally stops 5 mm before hitting 
the pad, with the exception of the first manoeuvre after a blackout. 

9 - BELT TENSION ADJUSTMENT
To adjust the belt tension, slightly loosen screw A of the idle pulley then 
tighten (to tighten) or unscrew (to loosen) hex screw B.
Torque screw A once the required belt tension has been obtained.

10 - MOTHER BOARD 
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10.1 - DESCRIPTION OF THE MOTHER BOARD

DL1 (ENC1)-DL2 (ENC2): display the signals coming from the sensor of the encoder.
DL3 (WD): display the correct working of the principal microprocessor MP1 by a fast flashing of the led. If the led is flashing 
slowly, that means that there is a anomaly on the control unit.
DL4 (12V): displays the presence of  tension 12 Vac on the connector M5.
DL5 (24V): displays the presence of  tension 24 Vac on the connector M5.
CONNECTORS J1,J2: connection to the trasformator of the electric power.
CONNECTOR J3: circuit card LABEL photocells FK38 (paragraph 12).
CONNECTOR J4: battery KB-1A circuit card (paragraph 15).
CONNECTOR J5: connection to ENCODER
CONNECTOR J6: connection to MOTOR
CONNECTOR J7: connection to PRIMARY ELECTRO LOCK 1 (paragraph 6)
CONNECTOR J8 (operation 1): connection to the ADDITIONAL ELECTRO LOCK2 FOR THE PHARMACY FUNCTION 
(paragraph 7 and 13).
CONNECTOR J8 (operation 2): locking the module UR1 (paragraph 19).
FUSE F1: 5A, protection of the electric power transmission line 230 Vac.
FUSE F2: 10A, protection of the transmission line of the motor.
FUSE F3: 4A, protection of the electric power 12V of the logic circuit card.
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MOTOR

LOCK 1
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BATTERY

Photocell 2 activated
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* Fire door function

Operation with SMB selector

Control of 3rd FK38 photocell

Programming via selector PS1
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CODE
*DIP switches to set prior to INITIAL SETUP



N.O.
a) Opens the door by about 90 cm in all conditions except 

in the nigh   lock mode (the pedestrian opening 
distance can only be modified by means of selector  PS-1).

b) The PEDESTRIAN function is deactivated by means of 
mechanical selector SMB (see section 18).

Connection to selector PS-1
Connect the selector to the control unit with a 0.5 mm diameter 4-
pole flex and maintain the same correspondence (12V- DATA  0  
G). Maximum cable length 50 meters.

Route the connection cable well away from sources of 
electrical interference to prevent false indications on 
the selector.

M1 CONNECTOR  (G-1-2-3)
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11 - CONNECTION WIRING

G = GROUND
1 = 12V DC
2 = DATO
3 = 0

M2 CONNECTOR  (4-5-6-7-8)
4 = COMMMON

5 = EMERGENCY INPUT

6 = START INPUT (PS-1)
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M3 CONNECTOR  (9-10-11-12)

10 = LATERAL SENSOR

M4 CONNECTOR  (13 - 14 - 15)

13 = INTERNAL RADAR N.O. Open the door in every condition except night lock    or 
entrance only

7 = INTERLOCK INPUT

8 = EXTERNAL RADAR

11 = PHOTOCEL INPUT

12 = AUXILIARY INPUT

15 = COMMON

14 = PEDESTRIAN INPUT

N.C. Open in slow speed when there is an obstacle in the 
lateral sides of the wings.

9 = COMMON

N.C. With an obstacle in closing cycle stop and open the door. 

N.C. Open the door in every condition.

N.O. Open the door in every condition except i night lock     .
It' s the only input that start initial setup.

 
N.C.
a) Inhibits door opening when the INTERLOCK function is selected (see 

INTERLOCK SYSTEM in section 17).
b) Can be used as a STOP button with DIP 7 of  S2 OFF.
c) Can be used for connecting a smoke sensor in fire doors, with DIP 7 of 

S2 ON (see FIRE DOOR FUNCTIONin section 20)

N.O. Open the door in every condition except i night lock     or exit 
only      .

N.O.
a) Selects the night lock  (contact made) or 2 ways          

function (contact broken) with dip 2 of  S2 OFF.
- If selector PS-1is used, closing of the AUX1 input activates 
the NIGHT LOCK function, inhibiting the setting of selector 
PS-1.

b) Selection of the INTERLOCK mode (dip12 of S1 ON) 
inhibits detection of the INTERLOCK contact on terminal 7 
(contact made), see section17.

c) If mechanical selector SMB is used (dip2 of S2 ON), 
the AUX1 input cannot be used for the above mentioned 
functions (see section 18).



16 17 18
12V

0 12V 24V

230V

F N

M5 CONNECTOR (16 - 17 - 18)

M6 CONNECTOR  ( F - N -    ) Mains power supply

16 = output supply power 0

17 = output supply power 12V a.c. 
max 700mA;
Displayed by led DL4 (12V)

18 = output supply power 24V a.c. 
max 400mA;
displayed by led DL5 (24V).

F = Mains power supply 230V a.c. - 50Hz PHASE

N = Mains power supply 230V a.c. - 50Hz NEUTRAL

= GROUND; connect the ground connector to the faston in the metal holder of the control unit.

12 - Label “FK38” PHOTOCELL CONTROL BOARD

12.1 - BOARD INSERTION INTO THE CONNECTOR ON THE MOTHERBOARD
Insert the photocell board into the relative connector on the motherboard ( J3 )

12.2 - HOW TO DISTINGUISH THE TRANSMITTERS FROM THE RECEIVERS

Each pair of photocells has a receiver, a transmitter and a flex complete with mini connector so 
that it's quick and practical to replace.
The receivers are square in shape in the bottom part , while the transmitters are round.
Both require an 11 mm diameter hole in order to be fixed to the window frame. 
The wires are marked at both ends with the letters TX for the transmitters and RX for the 
receivers.

RECEIVERS TRANSMITTER

12.3 - HOW TO SELECT THE NUMBER OF PHOTOCELL PAIRS USED

The photocell board is able to handle up to 3 pairs of photocells with built-in autodiagnosis. Of these, 2 pairs ( FT1/FR1 and 
FT2/FR2 ) are for safety on closing, while different functions can be chosen for the third ( FT3/FR3 ) by means of switches 5 and 8 of 
DIP S2 (see TABLE 2):safety photocell on closing, wing breakthrough sensor if a breakthrough antipanic function is used (the motor 
is disconnected from the power source in this case), or as an opening input. Owing to the autodiagnosis function, as many pairs of 
photocells as are effectively used in the system must be set up. The number of pairs is selected by means of mini dip-switch SW1 on 
photocell board (see TABLE 1 ) .

TABLE 1
MiniDip SW1 on photocell board FK38

1 2

OFF OFF

ON OFF

OFF ON

ON ON

FT1/FR1 active

FT1/FR1 - FT2/FR2 active

FT1/FR1 - FT3/FR3 active

Every pairs active

TABLE 2
MiniDip S2 on SILENT RUNNER control unit

5 8

OFF OFF

ON OFF

OFF ON

ON ON

Photocell board FK38 not connected!!

 FK38 board connected, FT3/FR3 = wing break-through sensor

FK38 board connected, FT3/FR3 = safety on closing

FK38 board connected, FT3/FR3 = opening input

15  

Supply power for radar, photocell, ecc.

In a “Black out” situation there isn't tension on this connectors.
ATTENTION: If it were necessary to have also the operation of the 
sensory radars or external photocells in the job with BATTERY take the 
power supply from the sensors of the connector M1 from the terminals 
1(+12V) and 3(0). Maximum current is 250 mA. 
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12.4 - RECEIVER AND TRANSMITTER CONNECTIONS

M7 CONNECTOR  (FR1 - FR2 - FR3 - VCC - GND)

FR3 = input RECEIVER 3 (BROWN WIRE)

FR2 = input RECEIVER 2 (BROWN WIRE)

FR1 = input RECEIVER 1 (BROWN WIRE)

VCC = (+) POWER SUPPLY FOR ALL RECEIVERS (BLUE WIRES)

GND = (-) POWER SUPPLY FOR ALL RECEIVERS (BLACK WIRES)

M8 CONNECTOR  (FT1 - FT2 - FT3 - +)

FT3 = input TRANSMITTER 3 (BROWN WIRE)

FT2 = input TRANSMITTER 2 (BROWN WIRE)

Ft1 = input TRANSMITTER 1 (BROWN WIRE)

 + = POWER SUPPLY FOR ALL RECEIVERS (BLUE WIRES)

12.5 - TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT

Once the sensors have been positioned, their sensitivity must be regulated by 
means of the potentiometer on the board. Proceed in the following way:

1) Calibrate the potentiometer depending on the distance between the 
sensors (see figure alongside).

2) The sensitivity is correct if the leds of the sensors selected in the mini dip 
are off.

3) If the leds are on, turn the potentiometer slowly towards the maximum 
setting until the leds go out. 
4) Check to make sure that the relative leds come on when the infrared 
beam from the photocells is broken.

To guarantee reliable operation, the photocell module continuously checks to make sure that the photocells themselves operate 
correctly. If the transmitters or receivers become faulty, the motherboard issues one, two or three beeps, depending on the faulty 
pair in question. To prevent the automation from being blocked in the open position while guaranteeing the safety function on 
closing, the door shuts at a slower speed until the photocells operate in the normal way again. 

12.6 - OPERATING FAULTS

12.7 - HOW TO STOP THE DOOR WITH THE STOP BUTTON

A STOP button with N.C. contact can be connected between terminals FT3 and FR3 in order to stop the door from moving. To 
activate this option, enable FT3/FR3 on the photocell board and make it operative as a door breakthrough sensor (see TABLES 1 
and 2).

To prevent interference due to direct sunlight, it is advisable to position the receiver sensors on the side most sheltered from the sun’s 
rays. 

MINIMUM POTEN-
TIOMETER SETTING

up to 2 metersi

POTENTIOMETER
AT HALF SETTING
from 2 to 4 meters

MAXIMUM POTEN-
TIOMETER SETTING
from 4 to 6 meters

MIN
SENSITIVITY

MAX
SENSITIVITY

MINI DIP Sw1

L1 L2 L3
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13 - THE DIGITAL SELECTOR “PS-1”

Power OFF and low battery signaling:

If led         ON main power (230V) is down but battery is charge.

If led         is blinking main power (230V) is down and battery is close to be empty.

If led      ON or blinking mean there is no connection from selector to main 
board. Check connections between these two devices.

Input signaling:

Every led give the real time state of corresponding input.
See TABLE 4 for the corresponding input.

FREE SETTING

SETTING LOCKED

Work program setting:

Push          button to charge work program.
See TABLE 3 for program specifications.

Reduced winter and pharmacy opening:

Push        winter button to have reduced winter opening.
Led ON indicate function set indipendently of the main program work.

To regulate the winter opening distance by potentiometer TM6 from PS-1 
selector switch (see TABLE 7).

Push         pharmacy button it have reduced pharmacy opening (about 10 cm).

To enable the FARMACY function set the dip 7 off the mini dip S1 in OFF (table 5). 
When this function is setted and if there is mounted a solenoid “pharmacy”, the 
wings are mechanically stopped in the position of the solenoid: in that case is 
avoided every attempt of intrusion.

Led ON indicate function set indipendently of the main  work program. 

Connect the digital selector PS-1 to connector M1 of the control unit "SILENT RUNNER" (paragraph 11)

The key is used to block the selected functions. The required program can be set with the SET button in the FREE 
FUNCTIONS mode. The SET button is not activated in the FUNCTIONS BLOCKED mode and the work program will be 
the last one to have been selected.
The key is also used to access the remote programming menu via selector PS1 (see section 16.3).
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TABLE 3

WORK PROGRAMS

Two way trafic

Exit only trafic

Entrance only trafic

Door permanently open

Night lock

ACTIVE INPUT ACTIVE SAFETY

TABLE 4

Emergency input

Start input

Internal radar input

External radar input

Photocell 1 input

Photocell 2 input

Photocell 3 input

Pedastrian opening input

Interlock input

Radiocontrol input SPYCO

Lateral sensor input

Auxiliary input

14 - THE RADIOCONTROL

An integrated receiver on the selector it's able to manage the 
LABEL 's SPYCO trasmitter, at one or three channels. 
The SPYCO radiocontrol trasmit a rolling code so it's not 
possible to clone the encoding.  
Standard memory manage up to 250 trasmitter, optional 
memory increase this limit to 1000. 
See right side draw about push botton reference.



Once the radio control has been memorized, the door can be opened by means of button     on both SPYCO/1 and SPYCO/3. 
The pulse on the radio control is indicated by the relative led         on the selector and it is the only one, along with the emergency 
input          that allows the door to open also in the night lock mode      .

The          key, which is only installed on Spyco/3, is equivalent to the         key of the selector and allows the operating program to 
be selected as described in TABLE 3.

The        key, which is also only installed on Spyco/3, is used for entering the winter opening        and  pharmacy opening                 
functions.
Press this key several times to select these two functions.  

P1
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14.1 - HOW TO CANCEL ALL THE CODES
Proceed as follows to erase the receiver memory:

A) Momentarily disconnect the selector from the power source.
B) Press internal button P1 on the selector’s printed circuit and keep it depressed.
C) Connect the selector to the power source again by keeping button P1 

depressed.
D) The input leds willbegin to display the memory cells as they are erased. Release 

button P1..
E) When all the memory cells have been erased, the selector will return to its 

normal operating mode

14.2 - HOW TO MEMORIZE A RADIO CONTROL

Proceed in the following way to memorize a radio control.

A) Access the remote programming mode as described in point A) to point F) of chaptere 16.3. Now press SET as many times as 
required for accessing the Radio control autolearning function (refer to TABLE 7).

B) Press radiocontrol  button       . The row of input leds will blink to confirm that programming has taken place.
C) Quit the remote programming mode without saving the changes as described in chapter 16.3 from point Z)

2

1

3

14.3 - USE OF THE RADIO CONTROL

2

BATTERY

15 - “KB-1A” BATTERY OPENING DEVICE

BATTERY CARD CONNECTION J4

BLACK -

RED +

BATTERY CONNECTION

Insert the battery charging board into the  
connector J4 on the motherboard (see the figure 
alongside). Take care to prevent the connector from 
being inserted with the PINs misplaced.
Take care of the polarity when the battery is 
connected (red wire = +, black wire= -) 
respectively to the 2 male fastons on the main 
board.

KB-1A:
Board KB-1A self-controls the battery charge and 
has a green led and a red led. The green led blinks 
whilst the battery is charging while it remains on with 
an unbroken light at the end of the charge and 
during the upkeep phase. The red led blinkseither 
with or without mains voltage  if the battery charge 
is low or if it is damaged, while it remains on with an 
unbroken light if the battery is charged without 
mains voltage. If both leds are on, it means that the 
battery is disconnected.
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16 - SETTING PARAMETER

After having fixed the door wings to the rails, make sure that they slide smoothly., then make all the electrical connections described 
in section 11 and comply with the INITIAL SETUP PROCEDURE. This operation is OBLIGATORY, since it allows the control unit to 
acquire all the data without which it would not be able to operate (door wing weight, limit switches, inertia, etc.).
STRICTLY COMPLY WITH THE FOLLOWING CHAPTER WHEN THIS OPERATION IS CARRIED OUT.

16.1 - INITIAL SETUP PROCEDURE

WARNING: 
The initial setup procedure is the phase in which the actuator learns and calibrates all the data that condition the way in which it 
works. Only carry out the procedure after having complied with all the recommendations described in the previous sections. 

1) Make sure that the mains power source is OFF, then temporarily disconnect the battery-powered opening device KB-1A if 
installed.

2) Set all the minidip switches (S1 and S2) to the OFF position.
3) If using SILENT RUNNER 130, set DIP 7 of S1 to the ON position, otherwise leave it OFF.
4) If digital SELECTOR PS-1 is used, leave DIP 2 of S2 in the OFF position. If mechanical selector SMB is used, set it to the ON 

position. Set the knob of mechanical selector SMB to the two-way traffic mode or in the NIGHT LOCK mode.
5) If the device is for A MOBILE WING OPENING TOWARDS THE RIGHT, set DIP 4 of S2 ON, otherwise leave it OFF.
6) If the door is a fire dor and a smoke sensor is connected to the INTERLOCK input, set DIP 7 of S2 ON, otherwise leave it OFF.
7) If Label’s FK38 PHOTOCELL BOARD is installed, set DIP 5 of S2 ON, otherwise leave it OFF.
8) Check to make sure that potentiometers TM3 (pushing power on opening) and TM4 (pushing power on closing) are set 

between halfway and the maximum value.
9) Power the system and wait for the initial BEEP.
10) Switch off the power supply and wait for 3 seconds.
11) Set DIOP 6 of S2 to the ON position.
12) Power the system and wait for the double initial BEEP.
13) Press the START command (or button PS-1 on the SILENT RUNNER control unit)

The door will begin a Closing / Opening / Closing cycle at slow speed which it must necessarily complete if the initial setup is to be 
successful. At the end of a manoeuvre, a long BEEP will indicate that the procedure has terminated correctly..

14)  By leaving DIP 6 of S2 ON, the door thrust can be checked by means of the buzzer. Its effective intensity can be ascertained by 
obstructing its movement. This should cause the door to stop immediately and then reverse its direction.
Poteniometers TM3 and TM4 can be used to regulate the door’s pushing power in the opening and closing phases, 
respectively, and to calibrate the activation threshold with precision.
A very brief signal from the buzzer during start-up indicates that the pushing force has been well calibrated, while intermittent 
signals as the door moves indicate that the pushing force is insufficient.
Set DIP 6 of S2 to the OFF position to inhibit the buzzer signal that indicates limited power.

IMPORTANT:  obstacles must not be placed in the door operating area or within the radar detecting range during the initial setup 
procedure, otherwise it will fail and will have to be repeated. Moreover, the door must not be helped along by hand, neither must 
the potentiometer settings be changed. The initial setup procedure will have to be repeated if one of the following parameters is 
changes: door wing travel, door wing weight, opening direction, type of motor (130 or 75).

Once the initial setup procedure has terminated, it will be possible to choose the work program most suited to the installation from 
amongst those available, change the speed of the door, change the time and distance settings, etc., etc.
These operations can be carried out in 3 different ways:
A) Directly from the control unit 
B) By remote programming via selector PS-1
C) By remote programming via selector PS-1 using the Spyco 3-channel radio control.

16.2 - HOW TO REGULATE THE MECHANISM VIA THE CONTROL UNIT
Use MINIDIP S1 and S2 to select the programs listed in TABLES 5 and 6.
Use potentiometers TM1 to TM7 to modify the parameters listed in TABLE 7.
Adjustments that cannot be carried out via the control unit owing to the absence of further dip-switches or potentiometers can only 
be made with digital selector PS-1.



First set DIP 10 of S2 to the ON position to activate the remote programming 
function.
Comply with the following instructions to access the programming mode:
A) Set the selector’s locking key to the functions locked position       .
B) Press the selector’s SET button        and keep it depressed.
C) Move the locking key back to the functions free position.
D) Release the SET button
E) The input leds will come on in sequence from left to right to indicate that data are 

being loaded (UPLOAD) 

F) Once the UPLOAD phase has terminated, the red BATTERY       led and the yellow led of PHOTOCELL3        will come on.
G) The battery led indicates that you are working withMINIDIP S1, while the led of photocell 3 indicates:

G1)DIP1 of S1 is ON if the led is  on with a fixed light.
G2)DIP1 of S1 is OFF if the led is  blinking.

H) Press the WINTER OPENING button        To change the status of the DIP switch (ON  OFF).
I)   Press the PHARMACY OPENING button       . To go to DIP2 of S1.
L)  Repeat this last operation to move on to the other DIP switches of S1.
M) Refer to TABLES 5 and 6 for the meanings of the DIP switches.
N) Press the SET button        , to move on to MINIDIP S2. The LINE led         will come on.
O) Repeat the operations described for MINIDIP S1 to select and change the status of the individual DIP switches.
P) Press the SET button        , to move on to POTENTIOMETER Tm1. The 2-WAY traffic led      . Will come on.     
Q) When you work with the potentiometers, the input leds form a bar scale to indicate the value set.
R) To change the value of the selected potentiometer, press:

R1) the WINTER OPENING button        to decrease the value.
R2) the PHARMACY OPENING button       to increase the value.

S) Press the SET button         to move on to POTENTIOMETER TM2
T) Repeat this last operation to move on to the other potentiometers.
U) Refer to TABLE 7 for the meanings of the potentiometers.
V) Comply with the following instructions to quit and save the changes:

V1)Move the selector locking key to the functions locked position        .
V2)Press the selector’s SET button        and keep it depressed.
V3)Move the locking key back to the functions free position        .
V4) Release the SET      button.
V5) The input leds will come on in sequence from right to left to indicate DOWNLOAD.

V6) Once the DOWNLOAD phase has terminated, the control unit will issue 2 beeps.
V7) The selector will return to the normal operation setting.

Z) Comply with the following instructions to quit the programming mode without saving the changes:
Z1) Move the selector locking key to the functions locked position        .
Z2) Set the locking key back to the functions free position         .
Z3) The selector will return to its normal operating setting and the control unit will issue 1 beep.
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16.3 - REMOTE SETTINGS WITH THE SELECTOR



D) When upload ing has terminated, the red  BATTERY led        and yellow  PHOTOCELL 3 led        will turn on .

Check that  a SPYCO/3 trasmitter has been programmed in the selector memory and that DIP10 of S2 is in the  ON position.
Proceed as follows to access the programming mode:
A) Press and hold          the Spyco/3 internal push button.
B) Press the        of Spyco/3 and keep both buttons depressed
C) Release both buttons when the input leds come on in sequence  from left to right (UPLOAD).

16.4 - ASJUSTMENT WITH REMOTE SETTING VIA SELECTOR BYMEANS OF THE  RADIOCONTROL

 
1

You have now accessed the programming mode and theradio control buttons have exactly 
the same functions of selector button :  

 

Refer topoint G) to point U) of chapter 16.3 to select the dip-switches  and potentiometers.

321 = = =

E) Proceed in the following way to quit the programming mode and save the changes:
E1) Press and hold the internal button       of Spyco/3.
E2) Press and hold the internal button           of Spyco/3 and keep both buttons depressed.       
E3) The input leds will come on in sequence from right to left (DOWNLOAD)

E4) Release  both buttons. The control unit will issue 2 bips once the  DOWNLOAD  has terminated.
E5) The selector returns to its normal operating mode.

F) Comply with the following procedure to quit the programming mode without saving the changes:
F1) Press and hold the internal button         of Spyco/3.
F2) Releasethe button when the selector returns to its normal operating setting and the control unit issues 1 bip.

 

 

2
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16.5 - RESET OPERATION
To RESET the control unit without disconnecting the mains power source, proceed as follows: access the programming mode with 
selector PS-1, follow steps A) to E) in section 16.3, then quit the programming mode by following steps Z1) to Z3) of section 16.3.
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PROGRAM 1
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PROGRAM 2
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PROGRAM 3

1 2 3

PROGRAM 4

PROGRAMMING
VIA CONTROL UNIT

PROGRAMMING
VIA SELECTOR PS-1

TABLE 5

MINIDIP S1                   OR LED
WHEN PROGRAMMING FROM SELECTOR

ON

OFF

OFF OFF OFF

ON ON OFF

OFF ON OFF

OFF OFF ON

Activates the cyclic opening function (open and close cycle repeated until the DIP is set OFF)

WARNING: only use this function for internal tests

11
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WARNING: Function disabled. Keep the DIP in ther OFF position..

Automatic full opening after about 1 minute if in winter        opening mode the door fails to close owing to 
intense pedestrian traffic. It returns to the winter opening mode after complete closing.
With the dip-switch OFF, the door always stops at the winter opening point.

 

Keep in the PFF position!!
This dip is used for resetting the default values of the TECHNICAL MENU (see section 22).

Activates the interlock function (see section 17).
Makes the interlock input operative. If this input is engaged, the door can only be opened
with the EMERGENCY BUTTON.

In the day function, the electro-lock is free (powered) and all the control inputs are enabled. The 
door cannot be opened in the NIGHT LOCK function.

Bank function. The door actuator locks the wings by means of the electro-lock in the day 
functions.  In NIGHT LOCK position is not possible to open the door.

BATTERY OPENING: In a blackout, the door remains open until the power returns if the program 
selector is on one of the day functions
WARNING: if the dip-switch is OFF in a blackout, the door opens with the emergency   
and radio control inputs        

In the day function, the electro-lock is free (powered) and all the control inputs are enabled.  
With selector PS-1 in the NIGHT LOCK setting, the door can be opened by means of the 
emergency       or radio control inputs

BATTERY MONITORING. When the battery is low or is damaged, the door opens and remains open 
in the day functions.WARNING.if the dip-switch is off and the battery is low or damaged, the control 
unit will issue a 1 sec. bip before proceeding with each opening manoeuvre. This bip is issued for the 
first 10 manoeuvres after the event has been detected, in the day functions.

If there is a blackout, in the battery operating mode, the door can be opened by means of all the 
control inputs. To allow the radar to operate by means of the battery, power must be drawn from 
terminals 1(+) and 3(-) of connector M1.
WARNING: if the dip-switch is OFF, the door can only be opened in a blackout with the 
EMERGENCY input or radio control.
Befor the initial set up of the control unit set the parameters to manage the motor:
ON= “SILENT RUNNER 130”; OFF= “SILENT RUNNER 75”. 
At the end of the initial set up, thus in the normal operating conditions, select the operating mode of 
the LOCK2 output. OFF= PHARMACY function (see section 13); ON = DRAUGHT or OPEN 
DOOR INDICATOR management (see section 19)

In the day function, the electro-lock is free (powered and all the control inputs are enabled. 
With selector PS-1 in the night lock setting, the door opens are remains open for 10 sec. before 
closing again. It can only be re-opened with the emergency       or radio control inputs
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TABLE 6
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Automatically increases the pause time if the door is unable to close owing to high pedestrian traffic.
The pause time is kept at a constant value with the dip-switch in the OFF position.

Along with switch 8, selects the LABEL Fk38 photocell board if installed, as well as the operating mode of 
photocell FR3/FT3. Refer to TABLES 1 and 2 in section 12.3 for instructions about how to use this switch.
WARNING: keep the dip-switch OFF if photocell FK38 is not installed.

WARNING: Activates the INITIAL SETUP cycle. Carefully read chapter 16.1 which describes this 
operation.

ON = FUNCTION FOR FIRE DOORS (see section 20)

WARNING: Activate the function before making the INITIAL SETUP described in SECTION 16.

OFF =standard function for INTERLOCK input activated as door stop.

Along with switch 5, selects the LABEL FK38 photocell if installed, as well as the operating mode of 
photocell FR3/FT3. Refer to TABLES 1 and 2 in section 12.3 for instructions about how to use this switch.
WARNING: keep the dip-switch OFF if photocell FK38 is not installed.

The door closes immediatly when the radar or photocell are not activated (the other inputs 
operate normally). 
With the dip-switch OFF, the door carries out a complete opening, pause and closing cycle on each 
radar detection.

Activates the programming phase for the DIP switches and POTENTIOMETERS via selector PS-1. After 
having set this DIP-switch ON, proceed with a complete opening and closing cycle to activate the function 
(the dip-switches and potentiometers in the control unit will have no effect).
WARNING: if the DIP-switch is left OFF, DIP-switches 1 to 10 of S1 and S2 and potentiometers from TM1 to 
TM7 cannot be changed via selector PS-1.

Operation of the LOCK2 output in the INTERLOCK function (see section 17):
OFF: activates  0.5 sec. In advance of door opening
ON: activates at the same time as door opening.

Activates the STEPPING function (one pulse opens, one pluse closes, etc.). The inputs activated with this 
function are:  emergency         and  start         .

PROGRAMMING
VIA CONTROL UNIT

PROGRAMMING
VIA SELECTOR PS-1

 

  

WARNING: Function disabled. Keep the DIP switch in the OFF position.

Set to ON if the device handles a SINGLE DOOR WING and the opening direction is towards the RIGHT.
WARNING: keep the dip-switch OFF if the door has a DOUBLE WING or SINGLE WING opening 
towards the LEFT.

For "LIGEA" telescopic doors, set to ON if the device is for a single wing opening towards the left.

FUNCTIONS RELATIVE TO MINIDIP S2                   OR LED
WITH PROGRAMMING VIA SELECTOR PS-1

ON

OFF

Activates the setting of the work programs by the mechanical selector SMB (see section 18).

WARNING: keep the dip-switch OFF if digital selector PS-1 is used, or is a simple switch is used on 
the AUX1 input to handle the day function (switch open) or night lock function (switch closed).
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TM1

TM2

TM3

TM4

TM5

TM6

TM7

PROGRAMMING
VIA CONTROL UNIT

PROGRAMMING
VIA SELECTOR PS-1

TABLE 7

Opening  speed max 70 cm/sec

Closing speed max 50 cm/sec

PUSHING FORCE ON CLOSING
Increase the value to obtain a stronger pushing force on closing.

BRAKING CURVE ON OPENING
Increase the value to obtain faster braking during the slowing phase on opening.

Winter opening distance: max. 150 cm* , min. 40 cm*

*for each wing

Pause time max 20 seconds - min.0

Pedestrian opening distance: max 150 cm*, min. 40 cm*

*for each wing

BRAKING CURVE ON CLOSING
Increase the value to obtain faster braking during the slowing phase on closing.

REDUCED SPEED
The door moves at this speed if its direction is reversed after having covered a short distance 
from start-up. This prevents it from moving at an excessively high speed when it nears the end 
of travel during the reversing phase.

Radiocontrol autolearning
Press a button on the radio control to memorize the code .
The row of input leds will blink at the same time to confirm the operation.

NOTE: white program 
symbol means led is ON

TM8

TM9

TM10

PUSHING FORCE ON OPENING
Increase the value to obtain a stronger pushing force on opening.

OPERATING PARAMETERS
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17 - INTERLOCKING SYSTEM

The diagram illustrates a connection between the two control units that command two automatic doors in the “INTERLOCK” 
configuration.
Insert the UR1 module (see paragraph 19) in to the connector LOCK2 of the main board.
Terminal “-“ of the LOCK 2 output of control unit A must be connected to terminal 7 (interlock input) of control unit B and vice versa.
Terminals 4 of both the control units must be connected together.

Keyboard PS-1 must be used to set dip-switch 12 of S1 to the ON position in both the control units so as to enable the 
interlock function.

After this, set dip-switch 11 of S2 to the ON position on control unit A and the same dip-switch to the OFF position on control unit B.
The instant in which one of the two control units receives an opening command, it will read the status of the interlock input (to make 
sure that the equipment is enabled to start) and will meanwhile send a block signal to the second control unit (via the LOCK2 
output) before proceeding with the opening manoeuvre.
The START input on terminal 6 is used by both the control units to connect a common footboard or radar, e.g. to detect a person 
between the first and second door in a narrow passage-way.
The START input is ignored when the first door is closing and for 5 seconds at the end of the manoeuvre to allow the moving door to 
finish the closing phase and the second door to open, inhibiting access to the first.
To open the door immediately after it has closed, connect the opening device on the PEDESTRIAN input to terminal 4 which, in the 
interlock configuration, commands total and not partial opening.
When the interlock input is engaged, the door can be opened by using the EMERGENCY button on terminal 5 only.
When a switch is connected to terminal 12 on input AUX1, detection on the interlock input can be inhibited by making the contact, 
thus allowing free passage.
Re-opening of the contact on AUX1 restores the operating mode with interlock.
To install a “door closed” indicating device to achieve further physical security in the system, connect the N.C. contact in series 
between the “-“ terminal of LOCK2 and the INTERLOCK input of the control unit.

(see TABLE 5)

(see TABLE 6)

+ +

DIP-SWITCH 12 of S1

OFF     INTERLOCK function DISABLED

DIP-SWITCH 11 of S2

LOCK2 activates at the 
same time as the door 
opens

LOCK2 activates 0.5 sec. 
prior to door opening
(set-up in control unit B)

ON

OFF

CONTROL UNIT “A” CONTROL UNIT “B”

ON     INTERLOCK function ENABLED
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18 - “  SMB” MECHANICAL SELECTOR FOR AUTOMATIC DOOR

 

80

80

44

The SMB mechanical selector sets the operating program for the SILENT RUNNER automatic door. To enable the door, set dip 2 of S2 to ON (see 
TABLE 6 of the SILENT RUNNER fast sliding door Installation Manual).

CAUTION!: Using the SMB mechanical selector disables the functions of SILENT RUNNER controller inputs AUX1 and FOOTPLATE described in 
paragraph 13 of the SILENT RUNNER fast sliding door Installation Manual.
If used in combination with the SMB mechanical selector, the SILENT RUNNER controller must be running version R.4.5 
or later of the MP1 central microprocessor software.

18.1 - ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
TERMINAL 1 = connect to input 13 (INTERNAL RADAR) of the SILENT RUNNER controller;
TERMINAL  2 = connect to input 9 (COMMON) of the SILENT RUNNER controller;
TERMINAL  3 = connect to input 12 (auxiliary AUX1) of the SILENT RUNNER controller;
TERMINAL  4 = connect to input 14 (FOOTPLATE) of the SILENT RUNNER controller;

18.2 - OPERATION
Turn the knob of the SMB selector to select the desired function from the 5 available:

DOOR ALWAYS OPEN = holds the door fully open.
If he door is opened with the selector in the WINTER OPEN position, and the knob then turned immediately to 
DOOR ALWAYS OPEN,  the door stops in the winter open position.

WINTER OPEN  = provides a reduced opening.

TWO-WAY TRAFFIC  = enables all door open controls inputs.

EXIT TRAFFIC ONLY  = disables detection of entrance traffic (EXTERNAL RADAR).
        

NIGHT LOCK = the door is closed and can only be opened via the EMERGENCY control input.



5 BIP = Door not set up
5 BIP - pause 0,5”-1 BIP = ENCODER not functioning
4 BIP = Activation of PHOTO 3 as wing breakthrough sensor
2 BIP = Exit from the programming procedure via selctor PS1 with data memorizing
1 BIP = Exit from the programming procedure via selctor PS1 without data memorizing
1 BIP = Detection of obstacle if impact occurs and successive reversing manoeuvre
1, 2, 3 BIP = Autodiagnosis failed on photocells 1,2,3 respectively (signalling occurs at the beginning of each 

manoeuvre)
1 long BIP (5”) = initial set-up terminated
1 long BIP (1”) = faulty battery indication and successive opening
Series of rapid BIPs = insufficient pushing power (check the settings of TM3 and TM4)

19 - “UR1” MODULE

21 - MEANING OF THE BUZZER SIGNALS (BIP)
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! DOOR OPEN LED
Set dipswitch 7 of mini-dip S1 to ON.
Use the clean contact on terminals 1 and 2 of the UR1 module to power a led which signals the door status: output active with door open or 
moving, inactive with door closed.

! INTERLOCK (see par.17)
Hook up the “-” terminal (OPEN COLLECTOR output) on the UR1 module to the interlock input (terminal 7) of the second controller.

N.C. contact
Across terminals 1 - 2

N.O. contact
Across terminals 1 - 2

The UR1 module is an optional interface card with the following functionality.
It has a clean contact relay output (terminals 1-2) which may be N.O. Or N.C. 
(depending on the position of jumper J1) and a “-” signal OPEN COLLECTOR output.

The UR1 module must be connected to connector LOCK2 of the SILENT RUNNER 
controller.

! AIR BLADE
Set dipswitch 7 of mini-dip S1 to ON.
Use the clean contact on terminals 1 and 2 of the UR1 module to control an air blade, 
a device which generates a blast of cold or hot air to separate the internal form the 
external temperature. The output is active when the door is moving or open, and 
inactive when the door is closed.

20 - FIRE DOOR FUNCTION

The SILENT RUNNER device has a specific function for use on fire doors.
Connect a smoke sensor with N.C. Contact on the INTERLOCK input to terminal 7 to obtain forced door closing at slow speed after 
detection by the sensor. None of the control and safety inputs will be activated during this closing manoeuvre. To enable the 
function, set DIP 7 of S2 ON before making the initial setup. After this, it will not be possible to deactivate the function by simply 
switching the status of the DIP. It will be necessary to make a new initial setup.
After re-closing caused by smoke sensor detection, the door can only be re-opened by means of the EMERGENCY input (terminal 
5), which will act in the impulsive mode if the sensor no longer detects the smoke alarm condition or in the CONSTANT PRESSURE 
mode if the sensor continues to indicate the presence of smoke.

NC
J1

NA
J1

1 2-

NC NAJ1

U
R

1
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The adjustments in the technical menu allow you to change the various door operating parameters. This is of use when the default 
settings are not the optimal ones.
Selector PS-1 must be available for access to the TECHNICAL MENU.
Turn the to the horizontal function locking position, press the two keys         and        , and keep them depressed, then turn the key 
back to the vertical work position.
The yellow leds will come on in sequence from left to right, showing that data are being loaded. After this, the red battery led and the 
yellow led of photocell 3 will come on.

1) ACCELERATION CURVE ON OPENING

2) ACCELERATION CURVE ON CLOSING

3) BRAKING CURVE ON REVERSAL

4) SLOWING DISTANCE ON OPENING

5) SLOWING DISTANCE ON CLOSING

6) END OF TRAVEL DISTANCE ON OPENING

22 - ADVANCED FUNCTIONS - TECHNICAL MENU

This is the door's acceleration thrust during the opening phase so as to reach the normal speed 
calibrated by TM1.
Acceleration is faster if the value is increased.

Press the SET key to access the point 2 adjustment option.

This is the door's acceleration thrust during the closing phase so as to reach the normal speed calibrated 
by TM2.
Acceleration is faster if the value is increased.

Press the SET key to access the point 3 adjustment option.

This is the braking intensity during wing travel, before the direction is reversed. 
Braking is faster if the value is increased.

Press the SET key to access the point 4 adjustment option.

This is the slowing distance on opening before end of travel.
Increase the value to obtain a greater slowing distance.

Press the SET key to access the point 5 adjustment option.

This is the slowing distance on closing before end of travel.
Increase the value to obtain a greater slowing distance.

Press the SET key to access the point 6 adjustment option.

The keypad will now be operating on dip-switch 1 of switch S1, thus in the basic adjustments 
phase described in the main instructions provided for the door.
Press the SET key 11 times several times to go to the end of the basic regulations
Described in tables 5, 6 and 7 of the main instructions, i.e. Low speed.

This situation coincides with the beginning of the TECHNICAL MENU.
Transmit a pulse to the SET key to access the point 1 adjustment option:
similarly to the previous adjustments, the yellow leds form a scale that indicates the value 
entered. 
Press the          key to decrease, or the          key to increase this value.

This is the distance between the end of travel on opening and the final resting point or mechanical stop.
Increase the value to increase the distance between the end of travel and the mechanical stop.

Press the SET key to access the point 7 adjustment option.
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7) END OF MANOEUVRE PUSHING POWER ON CLOSING

8) UPKEEP VOLTAGE ON CLOSING

9) END OF MANOEUVRE PUSHING TIME ON CLOSING

10) PHARMACY OPENING DISTANCE

11) OBSTRUCTION RESPONSE DELAY

12) OPERATING DISTANCE AT SLOW SPEED

The adjustments that can be made via the TECHNICAL MENU have now terminated. The programming phase can thus be quitted 
and the data memorized in the following way:
a) turn the key to the horizontal blocked position;
b) press the SET key and keep it depressed;
c) turn the key back to the vertical position and release SET;
d) the yellow leds will flash from right to left to indicate that the data are being downloaded;
e) at the end of this process, the control unit will issue 2 bips to indicate that the data are being memorized.

If you do not wish to memorize the changes, quit the programming mode by simply turning the key of the PS-1 selector horizontally 
and move it back to the vertical position. The control unit will issue one single bip to show that the previous settings have not been 
changed.

IMPORTANT!!
If the door fails to operate in the desired way after any one of the parameters in the TECHNICAL MENU has been changed and you 
wish to return to the original operating mode, proceed as described below:
a) access the programming mode by means of the PS-1 selector;
b) set dip-switch 11 of switch S1 to the ON position;
c) quit the programming mode and memorize the data. The control unit will issue 2 bips to indicate that the default values have 

been activated again.

This is the response time when an obstacle causes the door to reverse after an impact. Increase this value 
to obtain a longer intervention delay. This is useful for distinguishing an effective obstacle from brief 
friction from the lock during door wing travel.

Press the SET key to access the adjustment option described in point 12.

This is the power of the thrust exercised by the motor in the last slowing section on closing. It is useful for 
preventing friction from the LOCK from activating the obstruction detector and preventing the actual 
door itself from completely closing on the final stop point.
Increase the value to increase the pushing power.

Press the SET key to access the adjustment option described in point 8.

This is the pushing force of the door when it is at a standstill, thus allowing the wings to always remain 
firmly closed.
Increase the value to increase the upkeep voltage with which the motor is supplied.

Press the SET key to access the adjustment option described in point 9.

This is the time during which the motor continues to push in the last slowing section on closing. It allows 
the door to completely move towards the closing position by overcoming any friction.
Increase the value to obtain a longer pushing time.

Press the SET key to access the adjustment option described in point 10.

This is the opening distance of the door when the PHARMACY function is enabled in digital selector PS-1.
Can be adjusted from 5 to 25 cm per wing.

Press the SET key to access the adjustment option described in point 11.

This is the part in which the door moves at the reduced speed set by potentiometer TM10 if the door’s 
direction reverses after it has moved a brief distance from the starting point. This allows the door to move 
a short distance in reverse in a smooth and linear way without sharply accelerating.
Increase the value to obtain a greater operating distance in the slow speed.
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Manufacturer: Label S.p. A.

Address: via Ilariuzzi 17/A - 43016 San Pancrazio Parmese, PARMA, ITALY

Declare that: the sliding door operator “BUTTERFLY”

6is built for being incorporated in a machine or to be assembled with others devices to building a 
machine considered by the Machinery Directive 98/37/CE

6it is conforming to the safety essential requisite of the followings directive:

! Low Voltage Directive 73/23/CEE and following modify 93/68/CEE
! Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 89/336/CEE and following modify 92/31/CEE and 

93/68/CEE

ATTENTION: the product/s covered by the present declaration may not be used until they are completed 
and/or incorporated, in full compliance with the Machinery Directive 98/37/EC.

LABEL S.p.A. 
Sede: ITALY - 43016 PARMA - S. Pancrazio P.se - Via Ilariuzzi, 17/A
Tel. (+39) 0521/6752 - Fax (+39) 0521/675222 
infocom@labelspa.it - web: www.labelspa.it
Cap.Soc.    440.000 int. Vers. - Iscrizione REA N. 142091

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Parma, 02/02/2005

The President
Bruno Baron Toaldo
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